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Approximately one in five drugs commonly taken by older people are inappropriate. One-third of 

those individuals are in care facilities. It is estimated that more than a billion dollars a year of 

avoidable healthcare costs in the U.S. are spent on inappropriate drugs. Interestingly, the 

incidence of high-risk medications prescribed to patients over 65 years old is about 27% to 50% 

higher in southern states, which includes Kentucky. Polypharmacy (the use of four or more 

medications) has risen and puts residents at risk for adverse drug interactions. Advocate for 

deprescribing, the process of stopping, discontinuing, tapering, or withdrawing drugs. Set a goal 

for your nursing home to be committed in managing polypharmacy and improving resident 

outcomes. Deprescribing minimizes harm, reduces medication costs, and prevents the use of 

unnecessary medications. 

 

What is the impact of polypharmacy on residents? 

Polypharmacy is a significant problem in nursing homes and can cause an increased risk of 

adverse drug events, such as falls, confusion and functional decline. Many times, adverse 

reactions may go undetected because symptoms may mimic problems associated with older age, 

such as forgetfulness and weakness. Polypharmacy can also lead to a prescribing cascade, 

administration of a new drug to a resident because of side effects produced by another 

prescription. Many nursing home residents have diminished kidney or liver function and the side 

effects of drugs are a common cause of drug toxicity and hospitalization. Addressing 

polypharmacy concerns and deprescribing unnecessary medications is essential in keeping the 

residents safe from harm. 

 

How can our Nursing Home promote deprescribing? 

Deprescribing is NOT about denying 

effective treatment to residents. 

Deprescribing is a patient-centered 

intervention with shared decision making 

and close monitoring of effects. Nursing 

Home staff must be champions in 

reviewing medication lists, asking 

prescribers to consider lifespan and age-

related appropriateness of prescriptions 

and encouraging consultant pharmacists 

to conduct monthly medication reviews. 

This includes evaluating for 

appropriateness and potential use of non-

pharmacological approaches. Key steps are promoting good communication among the care 

team, residents, and their family members and working to build resident medication lists that are 

clear and comprehensive. It is imperative to document useful, accurate and reliable resident 

information for the prescriber. Share with staff that deprescribing goals for your nursing home 

will decrease morbidity by reducing the incidence of drug-related adverse events, such as falls, 

relieve adverse effects, and improve overall function. Deprescribing also decreases mortality and 

prevents premature death.  
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What tools and resources are available to assist with Deprescribing? 

Liu and Campbell have provided steps for deprescribing in nursing homes in a tip sheet that lists 

when to review and steps to consider before tapering or discontinuing the medication. Websites, 

such as desprescribing.org, provide free tools, tips, resources, algorithms and guidelines to assist. 

EMPOWER Study (Eliminating Medications Through Patient Ownership of End Results) 

provides brochures to give to qualified patients describing the risks of certain medications and a 

stepwise tapering protocol. 

 

Reach out to Qsource for Guidance! 
Contact Scott Gibson, one of the Qsource Quality Improvement Advisors for 

Kentucky. He and others on the Qsource team are also available to provide 

education on polypharmacy and promoting deprescribing in your Nursing 

Home. You can reach Scott by email at scott.gibson@area-G.hcqis.org or by 

phone at 502-680-2669 to receive free technical assistance. Scott is an expert 

on quality improvement and offers education on a wide variety of topics, 

including reducing avoidable readmissions, end-of-life conversation 

facilitation, and Nursing Home Compare. Also available are past articles on 

other health care-related issues, such as Composite Scores, pain management and behavioral 

health strategies! Copies of previous articles on these topics are available and many more! 
 

Residents are at risk for pneumococcal disease. Encourage everyone who is 65 years or older and those 19 through 64 

years old with certain health conditions or who smoke cigarettes to receive a pneumococcal vaccine! 
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